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Agenda

• Why do we need a new approach for policy-making?

• How?- the OECD Systems Innovation for Net-zero process 
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Why a new approach for 
policy making?
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2 key problems

1. We focus on means and get locked-in into high demand systems

2. We focus on parts and disregard the opportunities for transforming 

systems
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From means to ends
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GDP growth Well-being
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Focusing on means keeps us from envisioning high wellbeing via lower demand systems 



From means to ends
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Mobility Sustainable accessibility

GDP growth Well-being



From mobility to accessibility

Accessibility

Mobility Proximity
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Mobility (and carbon) intensive systems
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From parts to systems
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Biggest focus of the EU Sustainable Mobility Policy Strategy 2020
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Systems thinking



Systems’ functioning Systems’ parts

rather than

Focus on system's functioning
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Systems innovation is about doing things differently to improve 

the functioning of systems, 

and thus the results these systems lead to.



How can we adopt this 
new approach in 

practice?
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Systems innovation for net-zero process



To categorize and prioritise policies

Categorising policies 

Events

Patterns

Structure

Mental 

models

Policies react 

and anticipate

Policies 

transform
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High potential 

to trigger 

transformational change

Low potential 

to trigger 

transformational change



Applied to transport
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Transformational policies are those capable of  
reversing vicious dynamics (e.g. road reallocation 
reverses induced demand)…

… but these are mostly absent or at the margin 
of climate action.



Ireland, cities in developing countries

Case studies
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- Interviews with key stakeholders
- Categorisation of implemented and 

planned actions
- Workshops to present insights, bring 

systemic tools used to stakeholders, and 
co-create recommendations

- Recommendation report for Climate 
Change Advisory Council (June 2022)



In the pipeline

• Applying to the residential sector 2022-2023

• Applying to the food system 2023-2024

• Case studies with other cities and countries 2022- onwards
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Thank you
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For more information:
Aimee.aguilarjaber@oecd.org

mailto:Aimee.aguilarjaber@oecd.org

